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ABSTRACT
We describe the design of an immersive virtual Cyberball task that
included avatar customization, and user feedback on this design.We
first created a prototype of an avatar customization template and
added it to a Cyberball prototype built in the Unity3D game engine.
Then, we conducted in-depth user testing and feedback sessions
with 15 Cyberball stakeholders: five naive participants with no
prior knowledge of Cyberball and ten experienced researchers with
extensive experience using the Cyberball paradigm. We report the
divergent perspectives of the two groups on the following design
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insights; designing for intuitive use, inclusivity, and realistic experi-
ences versus minimalism. Participant responses shed light on how
system design problems may contribute to or perpetuate negative
experiences when customizing avatars. They also demonstrate the
value of considering multiple stakeholders’ feedback in the design
process for virtual reality, presenting a more comprehensive view
in designing future Cyberball prototypes and interactive systems
for social science research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
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Figure 7: 2D Cyberball design, following [35]

Cyberball is a popular social science paradigm for testing the
effects of social inclusion and exclusion [30, 43]. As Figure 7 shows,
participants can be either included (tossed the ball an equal amount
of times) or excluded (ignored by others) during the game.

Currently, the fifth version of the Cyberball paradigm [1] is
widely used in research on mood, self-esteem, social pain, internet
ostracism, and cyberbullying [4, 22, 25, 45, 46]. In efforts to improve
task saliency, researchers have adapted and modified the original
paradigm by creating online versions [42, 46], eliminating or adding
rounds of the games [11], displaying on different devices [20], and
integrating measures such as fMRI [37].

In 2012, a virtual reality (VR) version of Cyberball [21] was de-
veloped to give better systematic control, similar to other methods,
while also allowing for richer in-game social experiences [21, 23, 44].
While the authors successfully replicated the Cyberball paradigm
into a more immersive experience, the environment intentionally
lacked a critical feature: avatar customization (AC). The rationale for
excluding AC was to isolate the effects of social ostracism through
play like the original paradigm [21]. Therefore, limiting other dri-
vers of ostracism such as social identity [13], which can be manip-
ulated through player avatar customization [34], was imperative.
However, as previous AC and embodiment research [19, 40] have
shown, AC can increase player identification, thus bolstering the ef-
fects of the paradigm. Furthermore, it can increase user engagement
and Cyberball’s ecological validity [8, 29].

To update this tool by making it more engaging for game ex-
perience and more useful for scientific research, we developed
an immersive Cyberball prototype1 that included the ability to
customize avatars. We anticipated that two groups of stakeholders
would be critical in understanding how the VRCyberball experience
could be improved. One key group was researchers who actively use
the paradigm to gather data to answer their research questions. The
second group consisted of naive participants to represent potential
study participants: they have no prior knowledge of or experience
with the Cyberball paradigm. We conducted a user study with 15
participants and collected user feedback from both groups.

Our research questions were as follows:
RQ1: What design considerations or needs are shared or differ

between experienced researchers and naive participants?
RQ2: What recommendations can we make for future VR Cyber-

ball and social science paradigm design?

1GitHub repository link: https://github.com/iamtaolong/virtual-cyberball

2 PROTOTYPE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
The virtual environment was built with the Unity 3D game engine.
It was first deployed as a WebGL environment that studied the
effects of avatar customization on mood [33] with the Cyberball
paradigm described in [21]. It was then modified for immersive
VR for the current study. A key difference between the version
Kassner and colleagues developed and ours was the addition of an
avatar customization feature, using a representative off-the-shelf
customization menu [14]. We added this in order to examine how
different participant groups experienced avatar representation.

Scene 1 welcomed participants. In Scene 2, users were presented
with the default template avatar (a Caucasian female) and cus-
tomized their avatar through buttons and sliders. Editable features
included body and facial features, body and head size, hair style
and color, and clothing. After clicking the Save & Continue button,
each user’s customization history was automatically downloaded
as a .csv file to the desktop. For Scene 3, users were presented with
a close-up view of their finished avatar. For Scene 4 and Scene 5,
the users entered the exclusion and inclusion games. Finally, Scene
6 ended with a message of thanks for participation. To deploy the
virtual environment to a Quest 2 headset, we replaced the keyboard
input with a device-based and action-based locomotion system.

3 USER TESTING
3.1 Methods and Participants
A total of ten researchers (R1-R10) and five naive participants (P1-
P5) were recruited for the study from March to July 2022. We
conducted user evaluation sessions using either a VR headset in
a physical lab or a screen-shared walkthrough demo via Zoom.
Lastly, participants were interviewed about their experience and
insights on the environment and game design. This research was
determined to be exempt after consultation with the university
IRB board. We used purposeful sampling to recruit ten experienced
researchers across the Americas and Europe who had conducted
Cyberball-based research from the perspectives of psychology, hu-
man development, nutritional science, and sociology. After finding
publications related to Cyberball on Google Scholar, we recruited
the authors through inquiry emails. We recruited from personal
sampling five naive participants from a U. S. university (two men,
three women), undergraduate students with no prior experience
with Cyberball, ages 20-23. Four identified as Asian and one as
white. Three had prior experience with VR, and all were familiar
with customizing avatars from mobile or video game experiences.

3.2 Study Flow
Researchers (R1-R10) were first asked about their challenges and
concerns in adapting Cyberball to their research field. As all ten
researchers were remote, we utilized the walkthrough method [26]
via Zoom. The first author demonstrated the environment in Unity
for them. During the demo, the researchers could also share where
they wanted to go and which buttons they wanted to click. Then, re-
searchers were asked to share their thoughts on the system design
and whether it fits their needs. Each testing and interview ses-
sion with researchers took around thirty minutes, and participants
verbally consented prior to the interview and audio recording.

https://github.com/iamtaolong/virtual-cyberball
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Naive participants (P1-P5) tried out the system and played with
the environment inside the Oculus Quest 2 head-mounted display
and Unity during in-person evaluation sessions. Then, they reported
their experiences in each scene, emphasizing what was enjoyable
and what needed improvements. We asked open-ended questions
to understand their detailed experiences with the design of avatars,
agents, background environment, and ball-tossing game. Lastly,
participants were asked about potential system improvements and
demographics. Each interview took approximately 20 minutes, and
the first author conducted interviews and note-taking.

We analyzed the data from the interview sessions with both
researchers and naive participants using thematic analysis with an
inductive approach [5, 32]. After reading through the notes and the
recording transcripts, we established three significant themes based
on their experiences with Cyberball. They are 1) design for intuitive
use, 2) design for inclusivity, and 3) design for realistic experiences.
Then, we analyzed our interview data for the ten researchers and
coded all the related responses into the themes, thus establishing
a comparison between the two groups of stakeholders: the third
theme became 3) design for realistic experiences or minimalism.

4 EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK
In fifteen user interviews, all stakeholders expressed favorable com-
ments about the virtual environment design. Among them, all five
naive participants noted "the importance of moving [research para-
digm] into an immersed environment" (P1) and commented on the
detailed customization available. One naive participant mentioned
that "the options could make people feel included and excited" (P4).
The ten researchers agreed on the relevance and applicability of the
virtual Cyberball paradigm to social science research. Eight found
it especially applicable to their specific research topics. Both R1, R3,
and R6 mentioned that this customization scene looks "awesome"
and "powerful," and "[showing] real human features that you could
identify groups [and] group belonging" (R6). R6 expressed that the
possibilities of research questions could be largely expanded by
adding complexities to a simple system. Also, some researchers
recommended bringing the design to a broader audience and open-
sourcing it: "I would highly recommend that you submit this to
[Conference Name Redacted]..." (R3). Below, we describe how par-
ticipants agreed or differed on each theme.

4.1 Design for Intuitive Use
Enhancing Embodiment Experiences Through Design. Both naive
participants and researchers mentioned the importance of adopting
more visual cues to improve users’ experiences of avatar embodi-
ment. For example, regarding the avatar’s height: "It’s a little hard
to tell how tall the avatar is since there isn’t any reference object
next to it. I am just moving the slider bar, but I cannot see any
noticeable change." (P1) Also, P2 commented that it was hard to
see the avatar’s whole body or specific body parts, limiting their
understanding of the avatar. Interestingly, P2 modified the height
of their avatar by moving the slider towards the far right. Thus,
after entering the inclusive game scene and comparing it with the
other two agents inside the game, they were shocked: "Wow, why is
[my avatar] this tall? Or these two [agents] are just too short?" (P2)
Similarly, researchers R1 and R4, who have experience developing

Cyberball, mentioned that it would be interesting for users to name
and give a short description of their avatar: "would be nice [to give]
the person’s name and their age [to the avatar... so] that way you
can create in-groups and out-groups things" (R1).

Leveraging Previous Experience with Technology. Two naive partici-
pants mentioned their experiences with the avatar customization
interface in other game designs. Many avatar customization scenes
in mobile games allow users to drag the images of the clothing or
hairstyles onto the avatar to see what the options look like. P1 said:
"It’s hard to click on each option and then look at the changes one
by one" (P1). Also, P5 mentioned: "[with all the clothing options
laying over the avatar] the users could just scroll the options from
left to right over the avatars" (P5). Leveraging users’ experiences
with other games can aid their interactions with the interface. How-
ever, many researchers discussed how technology unfamiliarity
might affect the experiences of senior users. For example, R2 men-
tioned that the instruction and user flow need be more intuitive
and straightforward so all age groups know how to play it easily.

4.2 Design for Inclusivity
Race. We intentionally used the most common commercially avail-
able customization menu to understand how different user groups
experienced bias present in the avatar preset packages. As previous
works indicate, though users can modify skin colors and detailed
facial features, customization was challenging [18, 27, 31]. As R1
stated, after shifting the skin color, the avatar’s facial details and
appearances still looked Caucasian. Thus, a successful virtual para-
digm needs "to make sure... [for] people’s racial and ethnic identity
and appearance... everybody feels like they can represent them-
selves" (R4). Plus, for a social science paradigm that examines social
exclusion, researchers may need to represent a range of different
age groups or racial/ethnic groups (R3).

Age. Five researchers mentioned this sub-theme as they had pre-
vious experiences applying the Cyberball paradigm to different
age groups, similar to [6, 28, 36]. They foresaw problems for users
embodying avatars that are significantly older or younger than the
participants themselves. R2 stated, "you should be able to choose
young, middle-aged, and old: 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s," and R5 also
mentioned the importance of including various body types. Since
their previous research with Cyberball focused on how different age
groups handle social rejections, R1 and R2 mentioned the potential
risks of using a young avatar for seniors: "we know that there are
age differences in decision making. [For this scenario,] they’re like
deciding for a younger person, not themselves, so that they may
change their mindsets" (R2).

Gender. Similar to racial biases, researchers like R7 and R8 men-
tioned stereotypes associated with the female avatar presets. As
earlier literature [2, 36] shared, R7 shared that "[the] first thing I
noticed was that the female-body avatars were wearing much less
clothing" (R7), bringing "a potential risk of stereotype or threat,
especially if you’re trying to use this with underage participants
like vulnerable populations" (R7). Also, R8 pointed out that many
other gender-related threats are still embedded inside the VR preset
packages. For example, purchasing clothing sets for female avatars
costs more than for male avatars while modifying the presets.
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Neurodiversity or Diverse Physical Abilities. Similar to [47], one
researcher mentioned that participants with physical difficulties
might struggle to access the virtual paradigm, especially with hand
controllers. Thus, besides an immersive version inside VR headsets,
the researcher suggested including a more "user-friendly" way to
interact with the system (R3). Also, regarding the risks of motion
sickness, R2 and P1 mentioned, "[the agents] are swaying back and
forth, thus making me dizzy... VR headsets always make me a bit
nauseous, and just seeing the screen makes me crazy" (R2). Thus,
for future application in social science research, this immersed
Cyberball paradigm should still offer multiple versions via WebGL,
customer headsets, and other accessibility-oriented designs to meet
the needs of special user groups.

4.3 Design for Realistic Experiences or
Minimalism

Avatar Customization Design. The two groups each held different
opinions on the desirable level of detail for the virtual environment.
Most naive participants wanted the environment to be more "fun,"
especially regarding avatar customization. For example, P1 wanted
a more exaggerated and random avatar design for the agents since it
can be more interesting and exciting to play with "monsters." How-
ever, researchers wanted avatar customization to be straightforward
and "minimal" (R1) for users to understand quickly. R4 mentioned
that there should be fewer choices for avatar customization since
"users may easily skip over" many options that are stored too deep
in the menus. R3 and R4 shared that they did not want to give the
participant too much power to customize the game by customizing
anything other than their embodied avatars. They mention that
"there is too many options for now... [which is] overwhelming and
people might skip over it" (R4).

Agent-Avatar Design. Some naive participants were not interested
in the agent-avatars (the other "players" that were controlled by
the computer). P4 and P5 stated they did not want to spend time or
attention on agents’ customization. Instead, following their prior
experience with avatar customization, they wanted more focus on
their avatar. However, some researchers discussed the need to cus-
tomize agents. For R9 and R10, two researchers who are conducting
Cyberball-related research in Eastern Europe mentioned it is es-
sential to make the agent design realistic and background-specific.
They shared that applying the same race diversity in different coun-
try settings will be confusing: "playing [this Cyberball] with other
people from Serbia, for example... the majority of people, 99%, are
white people... thus, other groups like African Americans or Asian
or whatever would be really unrealistic" (R9).

Ball-Tossing Game and Background Environment Design. Many naive
participants expected the overall game and background design to
be more realistic and detailed: "[the current design is] not that
engaging and exciting since we could just see what the avatars
are doing, and it is hard to understand the point of the process"
(P2). For future iterations, P3 proposed that the throwing force can
determine whether the ball reaches the other avatar, and the avatar
could also miss the ball while catching. Plus, P1, P3, and P5 shared
that they want a more detailed background, like adding visuals
of grass, trees, and forest sounds (P3). P1 and P5 also envisioned

having a "cloudy sky," "the sounds of wind-breezing and birds,"
and "people talking and cheers," etc. From their perspectives, a
realistic background environment with audio help people feel more
present. However, most researchers (R3, R4, R5, R6, R8, R9, and R10)
strongly disagreed with this, mentioning the importance of keeping
the design minimal for research. R3, R5, R9, and R10 expressed that
any minor design differences make it more difficult to validate the
findings. R8, R9, and R10 also reported concerns that additional
visuals in the background may "distract people from the game."

5 DISCUSSION: MULTI-STAKEHOLDER
PERSPECTIVES FOR VR DESIGN

1)     Design for Intuitive Use


 Naive Participants (5)
Experienced Researchers (10)

Design Feedback:

2)     Design for Inclusivity
3.1)  Design for Realistic Experiences 
3.2)  Design for Minimalism

Goal 1
 Goal 2

Goal 1


Goal 1


Goal 2

Goal 2

Stakeholder Groups:

Stakeholder Group #Feedback # Goal #

Goal 1: System Engagement

Goal 2: System Usefulness 

Goals:

Method:

Figure 8: The (mis-)alignments of feedback and goals between
the two stakeholder groups

This paper describes the design of a virtual version of the Cy-
berball paradigm and the testing process with two groups of stake-
holders: naive participants and researchers. At first, the two groups
agreed on the importance of designing a virtual Cyberball and
shared satisfaction with it. They shared expectations for the system
design to be more intuitive (4.1) and inclusive (4.2), recognizing that
these enhancements can greatly enhance their interaction with the
tool by making it more engaging and fulfill their research needs
by making the tool more useful in the context of scientific study.
Therefore, the agreed-upon feedback from the stakeholder groups
will be incorporated into the next iteration of the system.

However, regarding the detailed game experience (4.3), they held
different opinions. In general, naive participants, seeing this as a
one-time experience, focused on the engaging side: whether their
interaction with the system was intriguing and fun. They mainly
relied on their previous VR game experiences as a baseline without
considering the bigger picture of "control" in the research setting.
In comparison, researchers focus more on the useful side and
scientific objectivity: they envision a simple system that rules out
the confounding elements while providing an immersive, embodied
experience to test social exclusion. Though we cannot directly
incorporate these diverging perspectives, these insights still offer
designers two ways to consider how to design an interactive system
for distinct stakeholder groups regarding interactivity, aesthetics,
inclusivity, and experience design.
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Previous multi-stakeholder perspectives (MSP) works in design-
ing civic technology [7], urban planning [41], medical intervention
[15], and digital tools for sensitive user groups [3] all demonstrate
the usefulness of contextualizing design guidelines from various
stakeholder groups due to their distinct backgrounds and needs.

However, there are only a few MSP design studies for VR, and
most are for teaching and medical usages [9, 17, 39]. Thus, applying
this method to designing future virtual Cyberballs and other virtual
reality paradigms used for social science research is essential. Such
implementations will need to take into account the engagement and
attention of the naive participants, who will judge an environment
based on their previous experience with games and other virtual
environments. However, they will also need to accommodate the
needs of social science researchers for experimental control and
precision. In conclusion, we strongly recommend that future re-
searchers and designers should integrate the MSP approach into
their VR design and study processes.

Despite the potential, there still exist gaps in our study, which
also open many future opportunities:

1) Broader Sampling: Our interviews highlighted the importance
of providing equitable representation across several avatar char-
acteristics, including age, gender, body type, and clothing options.
This aligns with considerable other work finding disparities in
avatar representation [2, 12, 31, 36]. Our small sample size indi-
cated these categories as most salient, while future work should use
wider sampling to determine challenges in avatar representation.

2) Embodiment Effects: Embodiment is becoming a more com-
monly experienced aspect of interactions in virtual worlds [10, 24,
38]. Understanding how representations of the user’s own body in
the social science experimental platform becomes increasingly nec-
essary: how do people perceive and interact with representations
of their own bodies inside VR Cyberball and other social science
paradigms? We hope our findings contribute toward this area.

3) Limitations of the MSP Approach: Though dual- and multi-
stakeholder perspectives are valuable, identifying and connecting
with the stakeholder groups could be challenging [16]. Also, since
every stakeholder has different personal background and technol-
ogy experiences, intergroup disagreements are expected to occur
frequently. Thus, we should address these concerns in future VR
design using the MSP approach.
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